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Abstract
A simple method to analysis any arbitrary domain shapes with a single element which based on Decoupled Scaled
Boundary Finite Element Method is presented in this paper. The introduced element is based on boundary finite element
method which helps to modelling curve and sharp boundaries with acceptable accuracy. Shape functions and mapping
functions are similar to Decoupled Scaled Boundary Finite Element Method but locating center origin (LCO) is relocated
in this method from corners with direct view to whole domain into shape center and formulation and behavior of the method
is developed for the element. The most important advantageous of this technique is ability of solving displacement in
domain by solving differential equations which causes more accurate answers in domain. We also perform well-established
numerical tests and show the performance of the new element. Results shown us the accuracy and reliable answers for the
introduced element. Also some benchmark examples are solved by this method and answers are compared with correct
answers and plotted. High accuracy of answers with low cost of calculations and ability of the method to analysis the curve
and sharp boundaries are the most important advantageous of this new element.
Keywords: Decoupled Scaled Boundary Finite Element (DSBFEM); Arbitrary-shaped Element; 2D Analysis; Finite Element Method
(FEM); Elastostatic; Bounded Domain.

1. Introduction
It is well known that 2D problems can be applied in engineering as well and the results can be reliable for engineering
decision. Various types of numerical methods such as Finite Element Method (FEM), Boundary Element Method
(BEM), Scaled Boundary Methods (SBFEM), and mesh-less methods are commonly used in order to solve elasto-static
and elasto-dynamic problems in two-dimensional problems [1-3] and simulating cracks and fractures in domains [4-5].
All these methods have their own advantageous and disadvantageous. Many types of elements are used in FEM approach
in order to solve general or conditional problems, Serendipity and Lagrange elements which belongs to classical FEM
[6] and combined elements which developed to solve conditional problems such as, Arnold-Winther stress element,
Crouziex-Raviart element, Pi element, Brezzi-Douglas-Marini element, Brezzi-Douglas-Fortin element, Virtual and
polygonal elements which have their own conditions to be used [7-12].
One of the desirable methods for solving elastic problems is Boundary Element Method (BEM), in which requires
reduced surface discretization and so fewer unknowns are needed to be stored. Moreover, BEM requires a fundamental
solution for the governing differential equation in the domain in order to obtain boundary integral equation. In this
condition, the coefficient matrices of BEM are much smaller than those of FEM, usually non positive, non-symmetric,
and fully populated [13].
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Combining the advantages of FEM and BEM, SBFEM was successfully developed. Using surface finite element,
SBFEM discretize only the boundary of the domain by transforming governing partial differential equations to ordinary
differential equations, which may solve analytically. SBFEM, which requires no fundamental solution, have also been
employed for analysis of elasto-static and elasto-dynamic problem. The method relies on the definition of a scaling
center from which the entire boundary is visible. The salient feature of the method is that the discretization is restricted
to the surfaces of the polyhedron, thus reducing the dimensionality of the problem by one. Hence, an explicit form of
the shape functions inside the polyhedron is not required [14]. Bounded near fields are also modelled by this method
and even unbounded domains are modelled by SBFEM in 2D and 3D domains. While the SBFEM has proven its
effectiveness in the treatment of 2D boundary value problems with stress singularities, it suffers from reduced
convergence rates and accuracy in 3D cases with line singularities. This is due to the then unpreventable occurrence of
singularities in the discretized boundary coordinates of the SBFEM [15-16].
During last decades’ researchers have also paid attention to mesh-less methods. These methods usually do not require
specific meshes, while boundary nodes are needed. Some example of this method are Petrov-Galerkin method [17],
Boundary Element free method [18], Local point interpolating method [19], Local boundary integral equation method
[20], collocation method [21], Hybrid method [22] and other methods have been employed for numerical solution
problems with arbitrary and high wavenumbers [23], numerical solutions of 2D Helmholtz problems with mixed
boundary conditions of Dirichlet and Neumann types [24-25].
A modification of SBFEM with diagonal coefficient matrices (DSBFEM) has been proposed by author for solving
potential problems and it is applied to solve elastostatic and elastodynamic problems where the Lagrange polynomials
is used as mapping functions and also Gauss-Lobatto_Legendre quadrature is employed in order to calculate coefficient
matrices [26]. By the way with implementing this technique, the governing equation for each node are independent of
the other nodes. And this will reduce the computational costs [27-30].
In this research, the Locating Coordinate Origin (LCO) is relocated to center of area of the problem which causes
ability of use any arbitrary shapes of domain as a single element or dividing the domain of problem to any arbitrary
shapes to solve (Figure 1). In this paper we use Decoupled Scaled Boundary Finite Element Method in order to solve
whole domain by finite element rules. In this way first we divide the boundaries into some nodes (Gaussian nodes) and
then we locate the Locating Coordinate Origin (LCO) at the center of area of the domain shape. This technique will help
us to solve any arbitrary domain shapes.

Figure 1. Ability of suggested method to calculate any arbitrary domain shape or dividing domain to any arbitrary subelements shapes

The motivation of this research comes from the fact of development of mesh-less methods is still a great challenge
for researchers to accurate and optimize the answers in other hand the domain shape difficulties can lead us to make
many mistakes and deliberately ignore of some aspects of answers in complex domains. By advantageous of DSBFEM
curved and direct boundaries can be modeled and solved with high accuracy and no approximation or missing domain
is needed. The suggesting technique calculate the stiffness matrices by innovative way based on DSBFEM method and
force vector by DSBFEM method. Achieved Matrices and vectors will use in Finite Element fundamental equation to
calculate displacement of each boundary nodes and strain interpolation, domain stresses and displacements will calculate
by DSBFEM again.
In this method as mentioned above, Stiffness Matrix and Force vectors are calculated by DSBFEM and then
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fundamental FEM equation is solved by the achieved matrix and vector, the results is boundaries displacements for
element.
The method is applied to solve some benchmark examples and the results are shown. The results shown high accuracy
and reliable answers for the suggested method.

2. DSBFEM Formulation of Continuum Mechanics Based 2D Elements
The continuum mechanics displacement based bar finite element have been proposed. While bar elements are usually
using to solve truss elements, it can also use as a main concept of the presented method. Here we present the concepts
of suggested method for explaining the new developments in this research. The basic rules and concepts of DSBFEM is
presented in previous author’s papers. In this method, the domain will consider as an element and locating coordinates
origin (LCO) is chosen at center of the area of element which can cause to calculate huge elements with arbitrary shapes.
The global Cartesian coordinates in 2D problems are (𝑥, 𝑦) which by using Lagrange polynomials would be transmitted
to local coordinate(𝜉, 𝜂) , where 𝜉 is radial coordinates which varies from 0 at LCO to 1 at boundary nodes and 𝜂 is
tangential coordinates which varies between -1 and 1 on the boundaries(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Modeling 2D bounded domain in the scaled boundary system with local coordinate origin (LCO) and related local
axes

Each node at the boundaries can be transmitted to local coordinates by these mapping functions by Equation 1:

x       x 

(1)

Where,{𝑥} = [𝑥 𝑦]𝑇 denotes the global coordinates of boundary nodes, 𝜙[(𝜂)] is a 2𝑛𝜂 + 1 matrix and 𝑛𝜂 + 1 is
number of nodes in the element. For a 𝑛𝜂 + 1 node element, a Lagrange polynomial of 𝑛𝜂 is used, these polynomials
for ith point will be calculated by Equation 2:

i ( ) 

n 1

  k
k 1, k  i i   k



(2)

Considering Equation 2, the Lagrange polynomials have the properties of the Kronecker delta at any control
point(𝜑𝑖 (𝜂𝑗 ) = 𝛿𝑖𝑗 ). As it is clear, to prepare 𝑛𝜂 parent element, (𝑛𝜂 + 1) nodes are required, where two end-nodes
are located at the extremity 𝜂 = ±1 of the element and other remained nodes are located at Gauss-Lobbato-Legendre
points. These points are the first roots of the first order derivative of order 𝑛𝜂 Legendre polynomials Equation 3:

d
Pn ( )  0
d 

(3)

Where, the Legendre polynomials of order 𝑛𝜂 is expressed using Rodrigues’ formula as Equation 4:
n
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(4)

Lagrange polynomials is used to interpolate the geometry of the problem. In the DSBFEM, special polynomials
𝑁(𝜂) are used as shape functions, in order to interpolating the displacement of each node at the boundaries and whole
domain and the derivatives of displacement across the element. These polynomials have two specific characteristics,
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the shape function have property of Kronecker Delta, and their first derivatives are equal to zero at control points. The
shape function is expressed in Equation 5:

Ni ( ) 

2 n 1

a
m 1

(5)

m

m

The solution procedure for any engineering problems using these proposed elements has two steps:
 Solution in each element
 Solution for whole domain of the problem
All formulation of DSBFEM is available and reliable in the element; so the governing equation for engineering problems
is solved by the rules of DSBFEM for 2D problems as Equation 6:

 .Dii0 .u i ,    Dii1 .u i ,     .Fi b  

(6)

Using basic rules of DSBFEM lead us to calculate [𝐷0 ] and [𝐷1 ] by Equations 7 and 8:

 Dij0    ij wi  B1 (i )   D  B1 (i )  J (i ) d

(7)
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Where [𝐵1 ] = [𝑏1 (𝜂)][𝑁(𝜂)] and[𝐵1 ] = [𝑏1 (𝜂)][𝑁(𝜂)],𝜂 . These [𝑏1 ] and[𝑏 2 ] matrices are calculating by Equations
9 and 10:
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Where 𝐽(𝜂) indicates the Jacobian matrix and can be written in Equation 11:

 x( )
J ( )   x( )
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(11)

The differential element of area in the global coordinates 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦 is evaluated by Jacobian matrix of the transformation
in the local coordinates Equation 12:

dxdy   J ( ) d d

(12)

The characteristic of 𝐷0 and 𝐷1 causes that according to boundaries form some or whole matrix elements be zero.
It is clearly shown in (Figure 3). This type of matrices happens while 𝐷0 is related to first derivative of nodes coordinate
and 𝐷1 is related to second derivative of nodes coordinates. So in direct boundaries the second derivative of term 𝐷0
will be zero and it will take value when the boundaries were not direct.
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Figure 3. The effects of boundaries configuration on the coefficient matrices (D0 and D1) in the Decoupled Scaled Boundary
Method (DSBFEM)

To solve and calculate the vectors and matrices in Equations 7 and 8, the Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre numerical
integration method is applied in numerical integration method calculate the values of the coefficient matrix in GLL
according to the node element that corresponds to the points and also features a shape function used, resulting diagonal
matrix of coefficients used in the equation. Weight coefficients used in the method of integration is calculated using
Equation 13:
wi 

w
 i  0,1, 2,
n (n  1)( Pn (i ))

,  n  1

(13)

Where, 𝛿𝑖𝑗 denotes the Kronecker Delta which results in diagonal matrices. So, the system of partial differential
Equation 6 may be expressed as a single differential equation regarding to specified point i.
2.1. Strain Interpolating Technique for Suggested Element
Two methods of interpolating the strains for introduced element are used. First to interpolate the boundaries and
second for calculating in domain. As mentioned before, this element is made of DSBFEM and general formulation of
that technique is acceptable in this method, so boundaries strains can be calculated by the methods of that technique and
domain strains can be calculated by solving differential equations.
2.1.1. Calculating Boundaries Strains
To calculate boundaries displacements, special shape function is used which mentioned before and will define
completely here. These functions have property of Kronecker Delta function and their firs derivatives are equal to zero
at any given control point Equations 14 and 15.

N ( )  

(14)

N , ( )  0

(15)

For an (𝑛𝜂 + 1) node element, these shape functions are expressed as a polynomial of degree 2𝑛𝜂 − 1 that has 2𝑛𝜂
unknown constant coefficients as Equation 16:

Ni ( )  a0  a1  a2 2  a3 3 

 a2 n 1 2 n 1

(16)

The constant coefficients of the polynomial are obtained using Equations 14 and 15. The shape function of three nodes
element is shown in (Figure 4) and tables of constant coefficients is shown in [28].
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Figure 4. Schematic of 20-node proposed element based on DSBFEM: (a) geometry of the element, (b) shape functions
for three first-node (N1, N2 and N3) of this element

2.1.2. Calculating Domain Strains
In order to calculate domain strains we have to find fundamental equation of displacement in domain which is
developed in following scopes and it is innovative for the suggested technique.
2.1.3. Calculating Stress in Domain
Also the stresses among the 𝜉 direction can be calculated with Equation 17. This Equation is completely comes
from DSBFEM and it is reliable in presented method Equation 17.


    D   B1  u, 


1



 B 2  u 
 


(17)

Where among the general direction which if the boundaries were direct, the second term in parentheses will be zero
and the stresses will calculate by only the first term.
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3. Finite Element Procedure
By calculating each sub-element local stiffness matrix and assembling global matrix of stiffness the whole domain
stiffness matrix will be achieved and fundamental equation of FE can be solved in order to calculate displacement vectors
Equation 18.

 K u  F 

(18)

Where K is 2𝑛 × 2𝑛 matrix which n is the nodes amount, U and F are 2𝑛 × 1 vectors.
3.1. Stiffness Matrix Creation
To create the stiffness matrix for an element, we consider that each node at boundaries is connected to the LCO by
a line which has the properties of the whole domain. This lines are connected together at LCO. All this lines have their
own stiffness in their local coordinates let us call these lines sub-elements. Each line of stiffness matrix is made of
applying a unit displacement at any degree of freedom and calculate the reaction of other degrees of freedom. This
procedure needs to be calculated in two main steps:
 First: Fixing all degrees of freedom except one we want to apply a unit displacement and Calculate the respectively
force which made by the unit displacement at intersection point of the sub-elements (LCO).
 Second: Divide the calculated force at LCO between all the sub-elements respecting to their stiffness.
3.1.1. Fixing all Degrees of Freedom except One We Want to Apply Unit Displacement
Let us consider the whole domain consist of some sub-elements which connecting boundary nodes to LCO. These
sub-elements in their nature can be assumed as a bar element and since we are calculating at 2D space, each node has
two degrees of freedom while we regardless the flexural freedoms. These sub-elements are connecting together at LCO,
so we can consider LCO as a restrain for each sub-element. It is clear that this restrain is not rigid and also one can find
out that the rigidity of this restrain is consist of rigidity of all incoming sub-elements (Figure 5).
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The produced force due to displacement of a node at local coordinate can be calculated with Equation 19:

F     D0i  u

(19)

By knowing that when each degree of freedom is released to move freely in case of non-exist of external forces, the
governing differential equation for element is linear in corresponding to  by solving Equation 6 where expressed in
Equation 20:

{u}i ( )  {A}i   {B}i

(20)

Where in Equation (20) the ‘B i’ term is displacement at LCO which is zero in this case and due to boundary conditions
at = 1 , and ‘Ai’ term Equation 19 can be 1 corresponding to applied displacement at node.
As shown in Equation 20, if we consider ‘k’ for calling released degree of freedom, in situation of applying unique
displacement at node k, we can simply find out Equation 21:

 0, i  k
ui    
 , i  k
0, i  k
ui    
1, i  k

(21)

As we consider all boundaries to be direct according to (Figure 5) we have just [𝐷0 ] term in our equations. By
considering the LCO as a restrain its rigidity is made of all arrival sub-elements to the LCO, this rigidity can be
calculating by Equation 22:
n

 D0 
   D0 
LCO
i 1

(22)
i

Where n is the amount of nodes which considered at the boundaries. The forces which calculated by Equation 19 can
make 𝑢′ at LCO. As it is clear that this 𝑢′ can’t be different in a same point, so this term can calculate by Equation 23:
1

 i    D0   D0  ui
uLCO
LCO
i

(23)

3.1.2. Divide the Calculated Force at LCO between All Sub Elements
The produced force at LCO due to applying a unit displacement at a degree of freedom, can be divide between all
sub-elements which arrived at LCO. There are two situations can be considered.
 The produced force at LCO is turning back to the released degree of freedom
 The produced force at LCO is dividing to another degrees of freedom
General formula to calculate refracting force to each sub-element can be written as Equation (24).

 D0  u( )i  F    0
i
i

(24)

By using Equation 19 in Equation 24, the term {𝐹(𝜉)}𝑖 can be calculated as Equation 25 for k-element:


F ( )i    D i (uLCO
0

i

 i ))
  (uk  uLCO

(25)

Solving Equation 25 leads us to calculate displacement in whole domain among 𝜉 direction as Equation 26:

u  

i

1
1
 )   2 uLCO
   uLCO
   uLCO
 
  3 (ui  uLCO
6
2

(26)

By solving Equation 25 and Equation 26 the forces which created by unique displacement at a degree of freedom can
be calculated at the other nodes and this technique can help us to assemble the stiffness matrix of whole domain.
The general equation [𝐾]{𝑢} = {𝐹} can be obtained to calculate the nodes displacement in case of static loads. The
first derivate of displacement (𝑢′) can be calculated by equilibrium of internal and external forces at each node.
After calculating the displacement and first derivative of displacement at each node, the most important factor is to
calculate these amounts at LCO which can leads us to extract the governing equation in whole domain of the problem,
in this way we use we use the force equilibrium rule at LCO. This equilibrium at LCO can help us to calculate the
displacement at LCO.
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By this technique we can calculate the displacement at each node and then the strain and stresses at whole domain is
available.
And the stiffness matrix can be created by Equation 27 for any sub-element which called i due to release of k subelement and j is a counter which varies between 1 and n:

k



ki k   ki (2 j 1)    D0  k .uk*  1i


i (2 j )

(27)



Where 𝑢𝑘′∗ is defined in Equation 28:

u ( )
*

k

1
 i
  2 (uk  uLCO i )   .uLCO i  uLCO
2

(28)

It is clear that the stiffness matrix is symmetric and definitely positive.
To calculate each sub-element displacement among the 𝜉 direction according to Equation 23 term {𝑢′ }𝑖 can be
calculated by (Equation 21) as Equation 29:
1

ui  u(  1)i   D0  i .F (  1)i

(29)

′
As mentioned above, the term 𝑢𝐿𝐶𝑂
can be calculated by Equation 23 as Equation 30:
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By using equilibrium at LCO, the term 𝑢𝐿𝐶𝑂 can be calculated by Equation 31:
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3.2. Force Vector Creation
As mentioned above, this technique is made of DSBFEM for calculating stiffness matrix and force vectors, so for
calculating force vectors formulation of DSBFEM is reliable Equation 32.
1

{F ( )}   [ N ( )]T { f b ( , )} J ( )
b

(32)

1

4. Summary of Presented Method
According to presented formulations as it is depicted in Figure 6, the summary of method can be shown by an
algorithm as follow:
 Discretizing problem into any arbitrary shapes and boundary nodes;
 Transferring coordinates to 𝜉, 𝜂 system by Equation 1;
 Calculating [𝑏1 (𝜂)], [𝑏 2 (𝜂)] by Equation 9 and Equation 10;
 Creating [𝐷 0 ], [𝐷1 ] matrices by Equation 7 and Equation 8;
′
 Calculating {𝑢𝐿𝐶𝑂
} due to boundary nodes release by Equation 23;

 Assembling stiffness matrix by Equation 27 and Equation 28;
 Calculating boundary nodes displacement by FEM formulation [𝐾]{𝑢} = {𝐹};
 Calculating boundary nodes {𝑢′ } by using summation of internal and external forces at boundary nodes and using
Equation 19;
 Calculating displacement formulation among 𝜉 direction by using Equation 26;
 Calculating displacement at LCO by Equation 31;
 Using displacement at LCO in Equation 30 to calculate {𝑢 ′ }𝐿𝐶𝑜 ;
 Calculating stresses among

 direction by Equation 1.
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Figure 6. Summary of presented method
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5. Numerical Examples
To verify the presented technique, some benchmark examples are solved. The results are monitored and graphs are
shown.
5.1. Simple both-end Fix Beam
A simple both-end fix deep beam is obtained due to distributed traction 𝜎𝑦𝑦 = −1

𝑘𝑁

. The dimensions are 3𝑚 × 1𝑚

𝑚2
5 𝑀𝑁

and thickness 1𝑚. Poison ratio of material (𝜈 = 0.2) the elasticity module is 2 × 10 2 as shown in (Figure 7). The
𝑚
problem is solved by dividing the whole domain in various amount of elements and sub-elements.
The modelling shows the accuracy of the method while the boundaries divided to a few number of boundary nodes
and also the accuracy of answer will improve by adding more boundary nodes to domain discretization. It is illustrated
in the results when you increase the calculation costs, although the matrices are diagonal and equations are decoupled
which causes low computation cost in comparison with common methods, the high accurate results can be reached.
y

x

Figure 7. First example: geometry and boundary conditions of the problem in global coordinates system

The whole domain is divided to multi nodes and results is monitored by this deviation, the deviation is shown in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8. First example: discretizing the geometry of the problem using (a) 8-node element, (b) 16- node element, (c) 24node element and (d) 32-node element

Mid-line displacement is also compared with reference values and result is plotted in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Comparing the results for vertical displacement component between the presented method and analytical solution
̂ axis, 𝒚
̂ = 𝟎 (which adopted from [29])
along 𝒙

Also effects of increasing boundary nodes on accuracy of answers is plotted and results is shown (Figure 10).
Accuracy comparison of presented method
8
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Center of area displacement
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-0.00255
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DSBFEM[22]

Figure 10. Effects of increasing boundary nodes of suggested element in accuracy of answer (which adopted from [29])

Displacement contour in Y direction is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Contour plots of vertical displacement for the first example using a 16-node element in the proposed method
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5.2. Pedestal Subjected to Vertical Stress
A pedestal shown in Figure 12 subjected to vertical stress is considered and solved by presented method. The
𝑘𝑁
distributed traction 𝜎𝑦𝑦 = −1 2 is monitored to find out the accuracy of presented method. The dimensions of the beam
𝑚

𝑘𝑁

are 2𝑚 × 2𝑚 with unit thickness, = 2000 2 , 𝜈 = 0.2 . The geometry of problem is shown in Figure 13. The problem
𝑚
is solved by an eight-node element (see Figure 14) and results is monitored. The displacement at top surface is monitored
and also the domain answers are compared with strength of material solution.
It is shown that the presented method solution for the problem is reliable for engineering decision even by comparing
the answers with mechanical exact solution. The answers of this problem are based on an 8 node discretization of domain
which are the lowest cost of calculation in presented method with a 16 × 16 stiffness matrix. It is completely clear that
computing a 16 × 16 matrix is faster than other common methods of stiffness matrix creation and answers are very near
to the exact amounts.

yy  1

y
x

2.0 m
U x  0

U y  0

2.0 m
Figure 12. Geometry and boundary conditions of the problem in global coordinates system
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Figure 13. Simulation of the geometry of the problem domain using an 8-node element
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Figure 14. Pedestal top surface displacement

As it is shown in Figure 14 the top boundary displacement is compatible and no breaks can be seen. Also in whole
domain is same as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Domain displacement contour Y direction (Labels are dimensionless)

By using mechanical solution, the displacement at top surface is equal to 1. The variation of displacement at mid
vertical line is monitored and results is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Mid vertical line displacement in comparison of presented method and strength of material solution
Height

Displacement (presented
method)

Mechanical solution

2

-1.1

-1

1.5

-0.79

-0.75

01

-0.48

-0.5

0.5

-0.24

-0.25

0

0

0

5.3. Cantilever with Concentrated Force
A cantilever beam with a concentrated force at its edge is modelled. The finite element solution of nodes
displacements is calculated in Chandrupatla (2002) [31]. The geometry of problem is shown in Figure 16. Module of
elasticity is 3 × 107 𝑘𝑔/𝑚2 and 𝜈 = 0.2.
The effect of boundary nodes increasing is illustrated in this varied boundary condition problem. The results shown
us the increasing accuracy of answers by increasing boundary nodes near the point pf force effect where shown in Figure
17. The boundary nodes discretization in this problem is asymmetric with high density near the force effect point and
low number of boundary nodes in far bounds from the force.

ŷ

x̂
LCO

Figure 16. Geometry and boundary conditions of the problem in global coordinates system

The accuracy of presented method can be increased by increasing the number of boundary nodes. The results are
shown in Figure 17.
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24 nodes element
Refference values

-1.40E-04
Figure 17. Comparison between the results of vertical displacement component prepared by the presented method and
̂=𝟏
FEM [31] along ̂
𝒙 axis 𝒚

5.4. Rectangular Plate with Side Partially Supported
In this example the rectangular plate presented in Figure 18 is analyzed. Despite the simple geometry and uniform
loading condition a more difficult problem is obtained, in which a discontinuous traction singularity can be observed in
the middle of the supported side. Since there are no analytical solutions available, a comparison of the results obtained.
The displacement of node A due to increasing top surface nodes is plotted and compared with other methods. The
accuracy of presented method is monitored and compared with other methods by increasing the nodes number. As
illustrated in (Figure 19.).

ŷ

x̂

(a)

LCO
Dirichlet boundary condition Neumann boundary condition

(a)

Figure 18. A rectangular plate with uniform loading and discontinuous supporting in bottom surface; (a) geometry and
boundary conditions of the problem in global coordinates system and (b) domain discretization using various elements
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Figure 19. Comparison of the convergence in the results which are prepared by the proposed method of other numerical
method (which are adopted from [32])

6. Conclusion
In this research, a modification on the novel element in finite element analysis based on the decoupled scaled
boundary finite element method has been studied. The procedure of the modeling and solution of the 2D elastostaic
problems are similar to the DSBFEM. The difference in the proposed approach is discretization of boundaries by new
higher-order sub-parametric elements and the control points, and also, using Gauss-Lobatto-Legendre quadrature the
coefficient of matrices of equation system became diagonal. The most important change in the previous works was
relocating LCO to the center of area of the element which leads to a system of decoupled governing equations for entire
system. The ability of presented method to model arbitrary shapes as a unique element with no needs to divide it to any
sub-elements is its positive point. The accuracy of presented method in comparison with other methods is very attractive.
Less calculation nodes, higher speed of calculation, reduced matrices for stiffness and solution procedures, low cost of
calculation and in other hand the acceptability of answers in comparison of other techniques is the main aspects of
presented method. Presented method can be applied to solve various type of engineering problem with good reliability
of answers.
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